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Abstract
This paper investigates the effects of age on the sale prices of hotel real estate. Value erosion of
commercial property due to the passage of time may be offset by renovation, although substantial followon investment usually occurs several years following construction. Obsolescence produces value losses
during the post-construction period prior to new investment that result from technological change
(Colwell & Ramsland, 2003). A hedonic model is specified to allow age to measure the effects of
obsolescence in hotel prices. Although the long-run obsolescence rate for hotel properties of 1.93%/year
aligns closely with the rate estimated elsewhere for retail properties, the path of obsolescence through
time shows some marked departures. Contrary to the theory and the empirical results from the retail real
estate market, hotel prices do not reveal much more obsolescence in the years immediately following
construction than later. Also, the age and sale price relation turns positive nearing the third decade of the
lives of hotels indicating a vintage effect. Thus, a V-shaped obsolescence function emerges that either
may be explained by a fixed-cost renovation expenditure function or a vintage effect produced by the
demand for surviving assets. A series of tests of hotel brand-specific obsolescence rates reveals
considerable variation in these rates among seasoned properties, perhaps an indication of a convex
renovation expenditure function and sequential follow-on investment.
Keywords: Property prices, Hotel real estate, Economic depreciation

Introduction
Economic depreciation of real estate, “the reduced ability of an asset to generate future cash flows
(Blazenko & Pavlov, 2004, p.57)”, occurs as properties naturally age and as market conditions change.
Physical deterioration increases operating expenses and obsolescence “results when older things function
as when they were new but otherwise lose their appeal or usefulness” (Margolis, 1981, p.91). The many
studies of capital asset depreciation performed during the past four decades greatly advanced the stock of
knowledge about how real estate loses its ability to produce future service or cash flows over time and
how to empirically measure the rate of economic depreciation. 1 Because of the implications for
investment management, housing policy, tax policy, and capital allocation to the real estate sector,
refinements in the approaches for isolating components of economic depreciation continue to appear in
the literature (e.g., Clapp & Giacotto, 1998).
Recently, Colwell and Ramsland (2003) demonstrate how technological change, as the
underlying cause of property obsolescence, affects the value of retail real estate. They show that, even
during the years immediately following construction, changing technologies produce obsolescence.
Because cures (i.e., renovations) seldom occur early in the life of properties, obsolescence may be
observed during this interval without the offsetting effects of capital expenditures. Such results give rise
to empirical specifications for measuring the extent of value changes among aging properties due to the
introduction of new technology. Retail real estate represents a property type with considerable
vulnerability to technological change. Hotel properties stand out as another segment of the real estate
industry with similar vulnerability. This paper extends the work of Colwell and Ramsland (2003) to
hotels. Extensions include minor modifications to their theory and an expanded empirical analysis using a
database consisting of thousands of hotel property transactions.

1

The many studies of capital asset depreciation performed during the past four decades greatly advanced the state of
knowledge about how real estate loses its ability to produce future service or cash flows over time and about how to
empirically measure the rate of economic depreciation. For a review of the early housing literature, see Malpezzi,
Ozanne, and Thibodeau (1987). An updated review appears in Smith (2004). Dixon, Crosby, and Law (1999)
provide the most recent discussion of research on the economic depreciation of commercial property.

Colwell and Ramsland (2003) find empirical support for the main hypothesis derived from
theory. The rate of functional obsolescence during the initial 16 years (i.e., up to a breakpoint) following
construction of 1.7%/year exceeds the long-run rate of 0.9%/year. These estimates are viewed as
confirmation that functional obsolescence driven by a constant rate of technological change can be
directly observed early in the life of properties without the complicating influences of follow-on capital
investment. Because the obsolescence function estimated with retail property data has a kink instead of a
V-shape, they reject the assumption of a fixed-cost renovation expenditure function in favor of a variablecost function. They also find no evidence of variation in the rates of functional obsolescence among
seasoned properties, which leads to the conclusion that the form of the renovation expenditure function is
not increasing, and convex.
The hotel data yield quite different results. While the estimated rate of functional obsolescence
for hotels of 1.93%/per year closely aligns with the retail property estimate during the initial period
following construction, the breakpoint separating this initial period from the remaining life occurs in the
28th year. Survey data indicate that substantial follow-on investment in existing hotels begins in year 10.
After the breakpoint, estimates using alternative methods confirm that the age and sale price relationship
becomes positive (0.7%/year). Thus, a V-shaped obsolescence function emerges from then hotel data that
could be explained either by a fixed-cost renovation expenditure function or a vintage effect (Goodman &
Thibodeau, 1995) driven by the demand for surviving assets. Finally, a series of tests of hotel brandspecific obsolescence rates reveals considerable variation in these rates among seasoned properties,
perhaps an indication of a convex renovation expenditure function and sequential follow-on investment.
The paper begins with a section describing the susceptibility of hotel real estate to technological
change. In Optimal Property Configurations, the relevant theoretical arguments are presented. Data and
Method describes the data and empirical methods introduced to estimate obsolescence rates in hotel real
estate. Estimation procedures and results appear in Estimation and Results. Conclusion contains the
conclusions from this study.

Technological Change and Hotel Properties
Hotels fundamentally differ from other commercial real estate in that most of the space rental
involves personal use instead of use for the sale of goods and services. 2 Nevertheless, the large volumes
of customers that regularly pass through the spaces making consumption decisions represent similarities
across retail and hotel real estate that make both property types particularity vulnerable to technological
change. Colwell and Ramsland (2003) identify three categories of technological change in retail real
estate: physical (e.g., building materials and security cameras), contractual (e.g., percentage leases and
CMBS debt), and process (e.g., live demonstrations) innovations.
Hotels experienced similar innovations during the past few decades. From a design perspective,
suite-style rooms increased in number relative to traditional rooms, exterior-corridor hotels almost
disappeared in favor of interior corridors, atrium entrances gained popularity, and the movement toward
more wired and wireless environments has been a design focal point. Contractually, numerous
advancements have occurred to strengthen management and franchise relationships. The manner in which
food and beverage service delivery has evolved to more self-service, particularly in the mid-price
segment, represents an example of process change in hotels.
Elevated concerns about hotel obsolescence extend beyond maintaining shares in increasingly
competitive markets with declining information costs to reasons related to the widespread separation
between ownership and management. Few hotels with more than twenty rooms are owned and managed
by the same entity. Owners control capital allocation while managers oversee capital spending. Agency
problems associated with expenditures for repairs, maintenance, and replacement of personal property
items appear small by comparison to issues involving capital intensive renovations when substantial
portions of income-generating spaces are removed from service for extended periods.
Concerns of owners and managers about how much money should be spent and reserved to keep
hotels competitive prompted two surveys of hotel capital expenditures during the past 10 years by the
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Restaurants, meeting rooms, and banquette facilities generate 15 percent of hotel revenues in the typical fullservice hotel and less than 5 percent in limited-service hotels.

International Society of Hospitality Consultants (ISHC, 1995, 2000). The ISHC asked questions about
actual expenditures for the following purpose [2000, p.2]:
•

Updating design and décor

•

Curing functional and economic obsolescence, thereby extending both the physical and economic
life of the asset

•

Complying with franchisors’ brand requirements

•

Technological improvements

•

Product changes to meet market demands

•

Adhering to government regulations, and

•

Replacing all short and long lived building components due to wear and tear.

Unfortunately, neither report separates out expenditures by purpose. 3 The 2000 report, however,
provides aggregate expenditures by hotel type, ownership category, and age of property. A summary of
these expenditures appears in Table 1. Not surprisingly, expenditures at full-service hotels exceed those at
limited-service hotels and expenditures in hotels with public-company associations exceed those of
private-companies. Expenditures patterns by age of all hotels, as shown in Panel B, confirm that relatively
small amounts are spent during the initial 5 years following construction. Expenditures and the variance
of expenditures increase steadily thereafter. In addition, expenditures tend to be concentrated at points in
the property life cycle when renovations occur (e.g., year 10).
Finally, brand affiliation with recognized hotel companies, such as Hilton and Marriott, imposes
filters on property obsolescence from technological change. These companies incur substantial
monitoring costs to prevent properties from becoming obsolete. Consequently, responses to changes in
technology occur fairly rapidly, incrementally, and also uniformly across brands within the same

3

The report presents detail on expenditures at various locations within the hotel (e.g., lobby) and for specific items
(e.g., wall coverings).

company and across competing companies. These conditions create a unique environment relative to
other property types for technological change to manifest as obsolescence.

Optimal Property Configurations
Following Colwell and Ramsland (2003), a linearly increasing cost-to-build function and a concave present
INSERT TABLE 1 HERE
This table was developed from the findings of two surveys of hundreds of hotel owners conducted by the
International Society of Hospitality Consultants (1995, 2000). These results include the percent of total revenues
spent for capital items by hotel type, ownership category, and age of property. Repairs and maintenance
expenditures are not in the totals
value function are assumed. 4 Both cost and value originate from quantities of property attribute set x. Thus, C(x)
represents the cost of placing a new property in service with x attributes, such that,
C ′ (𝑥𝑥) > 0 and C ′′ (x) = 0

(1)

The present value of future net income increases at a diminishing rate in x. Let V (x) represents the current
value of property in service with quantities of x attributes. This means that,
V ′ (x) > 0 and v ′′ (x) < 0

(2)

The equilibrium solution involves determining the property attribute configuration, x*, that maximizes
net present value. The first-order condition where marginal present value equals marginal cost is given
by,
V ′ (𝑥𝑥 ∗ ) = C′(𝑥𝑥 ∗ )

(3)

Also, net present value must equal zero to reduce the likelihood of supply cascades. Thus,
V(𝑥𝑥 ∗ ) = C(𝑥𝑥 ∗ )

4

Colwell and Ramsland (2003) state that the assumption of a linear cost function represents a theoretical
convenience.

(4)

The present value and cost functions reach a point of tangency at the optimal property configuration given
the assumption that the cost function is less concaved than the value function. Obsolescence and positive
‘vintage’ effects appear as movements in either direction from the optimal configuration. Goodman and
Thibodeau (1995) note that a vintage effect occurs in the housing market when some unmeasured quality
characteristic correlates with the year of construction such that prices can vary either up or down with the
age of the property. New optimal configurations arise, therefore, either because of shifts in the cost curve
due to changes in input prices and technology or due of shifts in the present value curve from demandrelated re-pricing of attributes and changes in expenses associated with owning the attributes.
Figure 1, Panel a shows the optimal configuration of a new property, 𝑥𝑥 ∗ , at the intersection of

𝐶𝐶(𝑥𝑥) and 𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥). An increase in costs resulting from advancements in technology, for example, shifts the

cost curve to 𝐶𝐶(𝑥𝑥1 ) producing optimal configuration 𝑋𝑋1∗ . The higher rent earned from properties with
INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE

Fig. 1 Optimal property configurations with alternative cost and value functions. Note: This figure shows
optimal property configurations found at the intersection of alternative linear cost functions and a
concaved present value function. The shift of the cost function from C(x) to C(𝑥𝑥1 ) in panel a represents an
advancement in technology. The shift of the value function in panel b may be due to market repricing
(positive) of attributes, thus indicating ‘vintage effect’
𝑋𝑋1∗ relative to 𝑋𝑋 ∗ translates into price differential 𝑝𝑝1∗ > 𝑝𝑝∗ . Most seasoned properties continue to operate
with obsolete configuration x* prior to renovation.

Unanticipated market changes manifests into different configurations for older relative to new
properties. Typically, older property configurations produce lower valuations than newer property
configurations and the increment of depreciated value reflects the extent of seasoned property
obsolescence. A portion of this obsolescence comes from technological change, while the balance comes
from other forms of obsolescence (i.e., physical, location) described in the real estate appraisal literature
(Appraisal Institute, 2003). To isolate the contribution of technological change to obsolescence, empirical
specifications need to include conditioning variables that account for the other determinants of economic
depreciation.

This relatively simple process of property obsolescence becomes more complicated if the present
value curve shifts, for example, due to demand-related re-pricing of x attributes. Panel b of Fig. 1 shows
an upward shift of the present value function from 𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥) to 𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥1 ) without technological change. An

increase in the demand for seasoned properties with 𝑥𝑥2 attribute means that these properties command 𝑝𝑝2 ,

where 𝑝𝑝2 > 𝑝𝑝∗ . These properties benefit from a positive vintage effect.
Renovation and Repositioning

Defenses against obsolescence come in the form of capital infusions for renovation and repositioning.
Renovations involve investments to maintain competitive positions, while capital expenditures for
repositioning move properties into different market segments. With no lease friction and a considerable
number of recognized hotel market segments along the continuum of room rates, hotel repositioning often
occurs relative to other commercial real estate.
Capital flows intermittently for renovations across all property types, but likely with greater
frequency for retail and hotel real estate. These investments may not eliminate all accrued obsolescence.
To gain an appreciation for this outcome, let’s assume that an existing property has obsolete configuration
𝑥𝑥3 and the recent purchaser of the asset desires to invest amount i to improve the configuration. Further, i

expenditures are assumed to be linear and entirely variable (i.e., no fixed costs). Again, following Colwell
and Ramsland (2003) the optimal building configuration, 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , occurs at the point where the marginal
benefits of i expenditures equal the marginal costs. That is,

V ′ (xi ) = c ′ (xi − x3 ).

(5)

When the obsolescence is removed from seasoned properties to the extent profitable, then no incremental
functional obsolescence will be observed. Notwithstanding, small cross-sectional variances will persist in
levels of obsolescence and prices of seasoned properties because the properties that require either
renovation or repositioning will only receive these treatments when needed.

By assuming that the marginal cost of eliminating obsolescence exceeds the marginal cost to
create new operating properties,
C ′ (x) < c′(x − x3 )

(6)

then expenditure level i will not remove all obsolescence, such that
x𝑖𝑖 < x ∗

(7)

Consequently, properties with remaining obsolescence after i expenditures will operate with less than
optimal configurations and carry different prices than new properties and seasoned properties not
receiving i expenditures. Panel a in Fig. 2 introduces the cost function 𝑐𝑐(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥3 ) to remove obsolescence

with x3 attributes and demonstrates the pricing differentials p3 < p∗i and p∗i < p∗ . Thus, properties should
sell for more after the removal of ‘curable’ functional obsolescence, but not as much as new properties

because they have not experienced substantial incurable obsolescence and because the marginal cost of
eliminating obsolescence is assumed to exceed the marginal cost to create new operating properties.
Colwell and Ramsland (2003) extend these arguments to the case of a linear expenditure function
for renovation that consists of fixed costs. This case appears in Panel b of Fig. 2. The graphic
demonstrates an outcome following renovation to 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 in which a seasoned property with 𝑥𝑥5 attributes
exhibits less functional obsolescence than the less obsolete property with attributes 𝑥𝑥4 . The cost of

renovation exceeds the value increment for property 𝑥𝑥4 (i.e., p∗i − p4 ), but the more obsolete property 𝑥𝑥5

can be renovated profitable to 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 given the value increment p∗i − p5 . This outcome is similar to the case in
which the vintage effect appears in the market pricing of seasoned properties, but without an upward shift
in 𝑉𝑉(𝑥𝑥), as shown in Fig. 1, Panel b.

If the expenditure function is increasing and convex, then renovations to remove curable

obsolescence do not occur all at once. This means that seasoned properties will not be renovated to the
same level and will exhibit considerable variation in obsolescence. Investment behaviors designed to
combat obsolescence have various complications. Wong and Norman (1994), for example, show that

retail mall renovations may be delayed by unanticipated changes in capital market, space market, and
input pricing. Williams (1997) finds that more frequent and less extensive re-investments in property
redevelopment produce greater values.
The process by which technological change produces obsolescence, that in turn reduces the cash
flows and values of seasoned properties relative to new properties, appears straightforward given the
hypothesis that technological changes increase the optimal attribute set at a fairly constant rate. The
survey data in Table 1 show that hotel capital expenditures occur at low and fairly constant rates during
most of the initial decade following construction. After that point, expenditures become more temporally
concentrated. Newer properties accrue obsolescence without offsetting renovations until some critical
point.

Data and Method
The data used for estimation consist of nearly 4,000 hotel real estate sales that occurred throughout the
US from January 1996 through early 2004. Information about property sale prices and characteristics
INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE
Fig. 2 Optimal property configuration following renovation. Note: Panel a of this figure introduces the
cost function 𝑐𝑐(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥3 ) for renovation to remove obsolescence from properties with 𝑥𝑥3 attribute set. The
graphic demonstrates that these expenditures will not remove all obsolescence, assuming costs are
entirely variable and the marginal cost of renovation exceeds the marginal cost of new construction.
Resulting price differentials (p∗ − p∗i ) and (p3 − p∗i ) also are shown. Panel b demonstrates an outcome
following renovation to 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 in which a seasoned property with 𝑥𝑥5 attributes exhibits less functional
obsolescence than a newer property with attributes 𝑥𝑥4 . The cost of renovation exceeds the price increment
for the property with 𝑥𝑥4 (i.e., p∗i − p4 ), but the more obsolete property with 𝑥𝑥5 can be renovated profitable
to 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 given the price increment p∗𝑖𝑖 − p5 .
come from a database managed by the PKF Hospitality Research. This firm obtains hotel transaction
information through subscriptions with CoStar and Hotel Brokers International. Transactions data also
come from industry publications, news reports, and the firm’s consultants. This firm researches sales to
verify and to fill in missing information. Demographic data, such as ZIP code level population and per
capita income, come from CACI.

INSERT TABLE 2 HERE
This table presents descriptive statistics for a sample of 3,810 hotel real estate sales in the US that
occurred from 1996 through the first half of 2004. Symbols for variables are provided and property prices
are rounded to the nearest million dollars. Sources: CoStar, Hotel Brokers International, and PKF
Hospitality Research

The selection criteria applied to these data include the removal of full-service properties with less
than 75 rooms, limited-service properties with less than 20 rooms, and remaining hotels with sale prices
less than $500,000. 5 Conference center and resort hotels are merged into the appropriate full-service
market segment categories. Finally, only hotels with a nationally recognized brand affiliation (i.e.,
affiliated hotels) remain in the sample after screening out properties with no affiliation and those with
regional brands. This step ensures cross-sectional consistency in the sample with respect to maintenance,
repairs, and to a lesser extent, renovation. For reasons related to goals of maintaining national brand
integrity and homogeneity, franchise agreements require hotel owners to abide by fairly common sets
physical quality standards within each segment to retain affiliations. 6
Variable definitions and summary statistics appear in Table 2. Transactions are evenly distributed
by the year of sale and across the dominant market segments. Each property has been assigned to a
particular market segment. Full-service hotels include deluxe, luxury, upscale, and midscale with food
and beverage segments with the balance being limited-service hotels. While some firms make these
assignments based on room rate, the firm supplying these data defines hotel market segments according to
brand homogeneity, and thus, like-collections of property characteristics. About two-thirds of the
transactions involved hotels in the 0–10 and 11–20 year old age groups, although every age cohort up to
40 years has at least 400 transactions.

Full-service hotels have integrated food and beverage that generate approximately 15% of total revenue while
limited-service hotels generate nearly all revenue from the sale of room nights.
6
Monitoring of these standards occurs through regular inspections and an institutional process known as the
Property Improvement Program (PIP). If a hotel has been ‘PIPed’, then the property meets all of the current
standards of the sponsoring company. This event ordinarily involves technology and other physical upgrades, all
except extensive renovations.
5

Sale prices exhibit considerable variation from the mean of $12.4 million, as indicated by the
large standard deviation and broad range. For estimation purposes sale price is scaled by the number of
rooms to form a price-per-room variable with a reduced variance. The problem with using the number of
rooms either as a scalar or a conditioning variable stems from the lack of consistency across hotels in the
quantity of space as well as the quality of the room. 7 The transaction database contains the published
room rate for double occupancy. This rate overstates the actual average daily rate, but is positively and
highly correlated with realized average daily rate.8 If directly introduced into a hedonic price equation, the
published room rate may provide an effective control for quantity and quality differences across rooms
and coincidently account for the effects of missing and unobserved property characteristics. Published
room rate, however, correlates closely with other explanatory variables, such as the age of the property,
and with the disturbance term.
A two-step instrumental variable approach is employed to retain useful information in the
published rate. The first stage involves running the following regression:
In(R i ) = 𝜆𝜆 + f�MS1 , … , MSJ ; S1 , … , SJ ; T1 , … , TK � + 𝛾𝛾1 RMi + 𝛾𝛾2 PIi + 𝛾𝛾3 A2i + u𝑖𝑖

(8)

where ln(𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 ) is the natural log of published room rate, 𝑓𝑓 is a function of 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑗𝑗 (𝑗𝑗 = 1,2, … 𝐽𝐽) hotel market

segments (fixed effect), 𝑆𝑆𝑗𝑗 (𝑗𝑗 = 1,2, … 𝐽𝐽) States (fixed effect), and 𝑇𝑇𝑘𝑘 (𝑘𝑘 = 1,2, … 𝐾𝐾) year-of-sale for the

ith property (subscripts suppressed). The number of rooms, RM, and the per capita income, PI, of in the

ZIP code in which the ith property is located also appear along with the age of the property, A, and age
squared, 𝐴𝐴2 .

The error term from the estimation of Eq. 8, 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 , becomes orthogonal to this set of potential

conditioning variables in the hotel price equation, but if introduced into the price equation will produce

The standard physical space measure in hotel markets is the ‘room’. Square footage information th at would
eliminate the quantity consistency issue usually is not available.
8
Due to seasonal variation in room rates, industry analysts generally make cross-sectional comparisons using an
annualized rate. Thus, when a hotel sale occurs and the room rate is identified that rate will be an annual average.
The published rates in these data are annual averages of seasonal rates cited in travel guides. Annualized published
rate and ADR are highly correlated (about 0.9), differing mostly by a scale factor.
7

bias estimates due to the correlation with the error term of the estimated price equation. This problem
differs from Murphy and Topel’s (1985) generated regressor problem in that the desired information from
the first step comes from the error term and not from the predicted published rate.
The second step involves creating the instrument from 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 that reduces estimation bias. Two

alternative approaches suggested by Kennedy (1998) are employed for specifying the instrumental

variable, R^i . The first alternative involves ranking 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 by size, with the instrument defined as the rank

order of 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 . The second alternative requires that 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 be divided into two groups separated by the median
value. The instrument takes on the value −1 for observations equal to and less than the median and the
value +1 for observations greater than the median.

Hedonic Price Equation

The general form of the pricing model represents hotel property sale price as a function of property
attributes, 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 , and overall property depreciation. That is,

Pi = f(X i , Overall Depreciation)

(9)

Real estate appraisers divide overall depreciation into three categories—physical deterioration
(i.e., normal wear and tear), external obsolescence (i.e., location or economic), and functional
obsolescence. Property age accounts for the price effects due to functional obsolescence when controls
appear in the estimating equation for condition and location, such that
Pi = f(X i , Condition, Location, Age)

(10)

The data base lacks specific details on property attributes beyond the number of rooms and the
year of construction. Controls for different sets of property characteristics must be introduced through a
fixed effects treatment of the nine market segments and an indicator variable for properties with all-suite
rooms. As mentioned earlier, market segment designations are assigned according to cross-sectional

consistence of property attributes. Also, the size of the hotel, a characteristic that often account for 30% or
more of the variation in hotel sale prices, enters on the left side of the estimating equation through the
price-per-room variable. 9 Thus,
(Pi /RMi ) = f(xi , Condition, Location, Age)

(11)

Adjustments for condition occur in two ways. First, limiting the sample to nationally-affiliated
hotels provides in-sample consistency for physical condition. This does not mean that every affiliated
property has exactly the same level of deferred maintenance, only that the level of deferred maintenance
neither typically nor grossly exceeds other properties of the same brand and segment. Differences among
non-homogeneous brands are picked up by the market segment variable. Second, the instrument, R^i ,

derived from the published room rate contains information related to the condition of the property.

Colwell and Trefzger (1994) find that locational obsolescence does not necessarily depend on the
presence of an externality, but instead results from the misallocation of land in the general case. They
suggest an empirical specification for estimating locational obsolescence that requires both land value and
building cost, neither of which are available. In the regressions run by Colwell and Ramsland (2003),
locational obsolescence is introduced through a location quality scale variable developed by real estate
experts who rated each retail mall on a one-to-ten scale depending on factors, such as the position of the
mall in the market, proximity to highways, and quality of tenants. Downs (1995) provides a discussion of
the causes of obsolescence in office buildings and argues that locational obsolescence is most apparent in
neighborhoods and downtown areas characterized by high relative crime rates and downward shifts in
incomes.
Location adjustments are accomplished in a general way with fixed-effects treatment of the States
in which the property sale occurred. In addition, the zip code per capita income level serves as a measure
of locational obsolescence. Many of the zip codes with the lowest per capita income in this data base are
in and around downtown areas. Two other measures are tested. First, a dummy variable is created
9

See Corgel and deRoos (1994).

indicating if the sale occurred in a ZIP code with per capita incomes in the bottom 25% of the
distribution. Second, the data base contains population growth rates by ZIP code, a variable that
potentially contains information about internal economic changes in cities leading to locational
obsolescence.
Both A and 𝐴𝐴2 enter the equation assuming a concave relation between asset price-per-room (the

log transform) and age such that the hypnotized sign of A is negative and the sign of 𝐴𝐴2 is positive. The

hedonic price equation takes the general form,

ln(Pi /RMi ) = 𝛼𝛼 + f(MSl , … , MSJ )f(Sl , … , SJ ) + 𝛽𝛽1 Ai + 𝛽𝛽2 A2i + 𝛽𝛽3 PIi + 𝛽𝛽4 R∗i + f(Tl , … , Tk ) + ei

(12)

The coefficients on the age variables would normally indicate the rate of economic depreciation
in hotels. With this specification however, they indicate the extent to which hotel properties lose value
due to obsolescence. Taking the derivative of Eq. 12 with respect to A gives the rate in a given year
(Malpezzi, Ozanne, & Thibodeau, 1987)
d(Pi /RMi )/dA
= 𝛽𝛽l + 2𝛽𝛽2 Ai
(Pi /RMi )

(13)

The theory suggests that renovations do not happen until properties reach a certain level of
maturity, and thus renovations cannot offset obsolescence during the early years in the life of properties.
Given the assumption that technological change occurs at a constant rate over time, the pure effect of
obsolescence-producing technological change can be estimated with data on the sale of younger relative
to older properties. Colwell and Ramsland (2003) use a piecewise exponential approach to find the
relative obsolescence rates. In addition, this sample of nearly 4,000 hotel transactions can be divided in
various ways and separate regressions run to directly estimate rates across specific age intervals,
particularly properties less than 10 years old.

Estimation and Results

Table 3 presents results from estimating Eqs. 8 and 12 with the entire sample of hotel property
transactions. In these and subsequent regressions the entire sample is run with segment dummies and
brand interaction variables instead of with sub-samples, for example full-service and limited-service hotel
INSERT TABLE 3 HERE
This table presents the results from first and second stage regressions to produce OLS estimates of the
hotel hedonic price equation. In the first stage, the number of rooms, age of the property at time of sale,
age squared, per capita income in the ZIP code where the property is located, a binary variable series of
hotel market segments (including all-suites), a binary variable series of States where sales occurred, and a
series of time indicators beginning in 1996 (omitted) and ending in 2004 are regressed on the natural log
of published room rate. An instrument created from the residual term in this regression, ei, becomes a
measure of omitted quality variables, 𝑅𝑅 ^ . The second stage regression is the hedonic estimation with the
natural log of price-per-room on the left side and, on the right side, 𝑅𝑅 ^ along with the same variables as
from the first stage except the number of rooms. The coefficients and standard errors for State binary
variables not shown (available on request). 𝑛𝑛 = 3,810. *Significant at 0.01. Sources: CoStar, Hotel
Brokers International, and PKF Hospitality Research
transactions. While full-service and limited-service continue to represent the dominate business models in
the hotel industry, analysts have become increasingly interested in segment sub-group and brand
performance. Thus, the decision was made to run all observations with segment dummies as controls, and
by doing so, examine the relative pricing (budget segment omitted) of the various segments as indicated
by the magnitudes of their coefficients. The magnitudes of the segment dummy coefficients have the
expected relative sizes. In the final section, selected brand interaction variables with age are introduced to
estimate specific brand obsolescence effects. The goal was to go beyond the limited-service and fullservice delineations without necessarily going through them.
The right-side variables in these models explain more than 50% of the variation in the log of
published room rate and the log of price-per-room. Most of the explanatory variables in the room rate
equation are significant and correctly signed. All except one market segment variable in the price
equation is significant at the 0.01 level. The R^ variable does not improve the overall explanatory power
of the models by as much as expected.
The estimated negative and significant sign on the age coefficient and the positive and significant
sign for age squared in the price-per-room equation indicate a concave relationship between asset value

and age. This general pattern appears similar to economic depreciation rate patterns found for other
property types. 10 Even with controls in place for physical condition and locational obsolescence, hotels on
average lose value through functional obsolescence at an increasing rate. Nevertheless, the size of the
coefficient on 𝐴𝐴2 is quite small. The rate of functional obsolescence during the first year derived from the
coefficients on A and 𝐴𝐴2 in the price equation and Eq. 13 equals 1.38% (−0.0136 + (2∗ 0.0001)) per
year. By the 20th year the rate becomes 1.58%. These estimates lie between the rate of obsolescence
estimated by Colwell and Ramsland (2003) for shopping centers of 1% and the rate of economic
depreciation of 2.7% estimated by Fisher, Smith, Stern, and Webb (2002) for apartments.

Age-related Heteroskedasticity

Goodman and Thibodeau (1995, 1996) show that building age introduces heteroskedasticity in hedonic
price equations estimated with housing price data because the residual variance increases with the age of
the property. They cite uneven maintenance and renovation activity throughout the life cycle as the
underlying causes. The same reasoning logically applies to hotels and other commercial real estate.
Standard tests for heteroskedastic variances (Breusch & Pagan, 1979; White, 1980) applied to both sets of
OLS residuals indicate rejection of the homoskedastic variance hypothesis. Tests run on specific variables
suggest that the age of the property is an important contributing factor to heteroskedasticity in these
estimated equations.
Consequently, Eqs. 8 and 12 are re-estimated using WLS. The weighting procedure involves
estimating a variance model of the form
|ei | = Ф0 + Ф1 A + Ф2 A2 + Ф3 A3 + Ф4 A3

10

See references in fn. 1.

(14)

where |ei | is the absolute value of the residual from the OLS regression. Weights are determined using

the predicted value of the variance model as l/𝑦𝑦� (Goodman & Thibodeau, 1995). The WLS estimations,
INSERT TABLE 4 HERE

This table presents the results from first and second stage regressions to produce WLS estimates of the
hotel hedonic price equation. In the first stage, the number of rooms, age of the property at time of sale,
age squared, per capita income in the ZIP code where the property is located, a binary variable series of
hotel market segments (including all-suites), a binary variable series of States where sales occurred, and a
series of time indicators beginning in 1996 (omitted) and ending in 2004 are regressed on the natural log
of published room rate. An instrument created from the residual term in this regression, ei, becomes a
measure of omitted quality variables, R^ . The second stage regression is the hedonic estimation with the
natural log of price-per-room on the left side and, on the right side, R^ along with the same variables as
from the first stage except the number of rooms. The weighting procedure involves estimating a variance
model of the form lei l = Ф0 + Ф1 + A + Ф2 A2 + Ф3 A3 + Ф4 A4 where ei is the residual of the OLS
regression. Weights are determined from the predicted value of the variance model as 1/𝑦𝑦�. The
coefficients and standard errors for State variables are not shown (available on request). 𝑛𝑛 = 3,810. *
Significant at 0.01, **Significant at 0.05. Sources: CoStar, Hotel Brokers International, and PKF
presented in Table 4, yield slightly improved explanatory power of the models, but most importantly, they
result in a higher rate of functional obsolescence of 1.73/year (-0.0171+(2*0.0001)) in year one.

Technological Change and Obsolescence

Colwell and Ramsland (2003) introduce a variable in their hedonic price equation to detect a breakpoint
� ), where A is the age of the property at
in the obsolescence function. This variable has the form (A − A
� is a critical age. If (A − A
� ) < 0 then (A − A
� ) = 0; otherwise (A − A
� ) is a positive
time of sale and A

� ) creates a piecewise linear function in logs of the age and sale price
number. The introduction of (A − A
relationship. The critical age comes from repeatedly running regressions each time with a successively
greater age until 𝑅𝑅 2 reaches a maximum. They estimate a critical age of 16 years for retail. This

alternative estimation procedure produces an increase in the obsolescence rate from slightly less than −1

to −1.7%. Also, (𝐴𝐴 − 16) is highly significant, positively signed, and has a magnitude slightly smaller

than the size of the age coefficient (i.e., 1.5%). Interpretation of these findings is taken as confirmation of
two hypotheses derived from the theory. First, the functional obsolescence observable in asset prices stops

at some critical age, and thereafter no additional obsolescence appears because profitable renovation has
occurred to the extent profitable. Second, a higher rate of functional obsolescence occurs in the early
years because renovations do not counteract obsolescence.
The procedure just described is replicated with hotel property data. The results from estimating
� ) appear in the first two columns of Table 5. 11 A single critical value of 28
the price equation with (A − A

years was found. The highly significant coefficient of the age variable increases slightly from −0.0171 to
� ) equals 0.0259. These results indicate that
−0.0193 and the highly significant coefficient on (A − A

functional obsolescence is observable for a much longer period in the hotel market than the retail market.
In addition, the rate of functional obsolescence is marginally greater before, compared to after, the critical
year.
Finally, a positive vintage effect is detected following the critical year of approximately 0.7%.
The second piece in the kinked slope of the age and sale price relationship is found by taking the sum of
� ) and age (i.e., 0.0259+(−0.0193)=0.0066). By contrast, the Colwell and
the coefficients on (A − A

Ramsland (2003) results establish a continuation of price erosion beyond the critical year. Separation of
the sample into two parts — one containing transactions of properties less and equal to 28 years and the
other with transactions greater than 28 years—then re-estimating the original WLS equation confirms this
result with only minor differences in magnitudes. These estimates are shown in columns three through six
of Table 5.
Separate estimates shown in the last two columns of Table 5 are prepared for properties operating
in the first decade following construction in an attempt to isolate the rate of functional obsolescence prior

to renovation. The estimated coefficient on the age variable equals −0.0037, but is not significant at the
0.05 level. The magnitudes and significance levels of other conditioning variables in the equation appear
quite close to the estimates shown in Tables 4 and 5.

�) to pick up changes in the slope of the age
The 𝐴𝐴2 variable is omitted from this regression to allow the (A − A
and sales price relationship.
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INSERT TABLE 5 HERE
This table presents the results from regressions to produce WLS estimates of the hotel hedonic price
equation by the same method described in the previous table. Results appear for four different regression
� . This
analyses. The first set of results come from estimating an equation that includes the variable, A − A
variable determines if a piecewise age linear function exists in age. The critical value comes from
repeatedly running regressions each time with a successively greater age until 𝑅𝑅 2 is maximized. The
second set of results rely on a reduced sample that contains only hotel properties whose ages are less than
� = 28. The third set of results rely on a reduced sample that contains only hotel properties
and equal to A
� = 28. The final set of results rely on a reduced sample that contains only
whose ages are greater than A
hotel properties whose ages are from 0–10 years. The coefficients and standard errors for State variables
are not shown (available on request). 𝑛𝑛 = 3,810 for the first regression, 𝑛𝑛 = 3,075 for the second
regression, 𝑛𝑛 = 735 for the third regression, and n = 1,274 for the fourth regression. *Significant at
0.01, **Significant at 0.05. Sources: CoStar, Hotel Brokers International, and PKF Hospitality Research
INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE
Fig. 3 Functional obsolescence and hotel property prices. Note: The true path of the hotel property
functional obsolescence function has three possible shapes shown in this figure. The dashed line indicates
a slightly concave shape throughout the entire life of the asset with an average rate of −1.73%/year. The
obsolescence function displayed using a dotted line was estimated assuming a piecewise linear function in
logs of the age and sale price relationship and results in a kink at the critical age equal to 28 years. The
early segment is linear or slightly concave and the second segment is upward sloping indicating a positive
vintage effect. An obsolescence function also is hypothesized from the regression results using the
subsample of properties with ages 0–10 years. Using the estimated size of the age coefficient −0.3%
suggests a very modest slope in the initial decade, an acceleration of the rate of functional obsolescence
during the next 18 years, then a slight positive slope in the age sale price relationship thereafter

The Path of Functional Obsolescence

The path of functional obsolescence for hotel properties can now be traced using the results from hedonic
price equation estimations with alternative age specifications. As shown in Fig. 3, the true path has three
possible forms. First, the dashed line indicates a slightly concave shape throughout the entire life of the
asset with an initial rate of −1.73%/per year. This shape is suggested from the WLS estimates obtained
using the entire sample without a critical age variable included. Second, the obsolescence function
displayed using a dotted line was estimated assuming a piecewise linear function in logs of the age and
sale price relationship and results in a kink at the critical age equal to 28 years. The early segment is
either linear or slightly concave and the second segment is upward sloping indicating a positive vintage
effect.

An obsolescence function also is hypothesized from the regression results using the sub-sample
of properties with ages 0–10 years. Neither the coefficient on 𝐴𝐴 nor 𝐴𝐴2 age are significantly different

from zero in this regression. The estimated size of the age coefficient of approximately −0.3% suggests a
very modest slope in the initial decade, an acceleration of the rate of functional obsolescence during the
next 18 years, then a slight positive slope in the age sale price relationship thereafter.

Obsolescence and Hotel Brands

Brand affiliation represents a unique feature of hotels relative to other commercial real estate and is often
cited as a reason why some hotels outperform others. The 3,810 property sample of hotel transactions
includes a broad range of affiliated properties. For example, the full-service hotel category consists of
INSERT TABLE 6 HERE
This table presents the results from regressions to produce WLS estimates of the hotel hedonic price
equation by the same method described in previous tables. Ten interaction variables appear in the model,
each measured as age time the selected brand (1,0). The brands tested include Hilton (𝑛𝑛 = 100), Holiday
Inn (𝑛𝑛 = 230), Marriott (𝑛𝑛 = 82), Sheraton (𝑛𝑛 = 69), Westin (𝑛𝑛 = 21), Best Western (𝑛𝑛 = 202),
Comfort Inn (𝑛𝑛 = 172), Courtyard (𝑛𝑛 = 84), Hampton Inn (𝑛𝑛 = 174), and Hilton Garden Inn (𝑛𝑛 = 21).
The coefficients and standard errors for State variables are not shown (available on request). 𝑛𝑛 = 3,810.
*Significant at 0.01, **Significant at 0.05. Sources: CoStar, Hotel Brokers International, and PKF
Hospitality Research

brands as diverse in quality as Ritz Carlton, Clarion, Four Seasons, and Holiday Inn. The market segment
conditioning variables account for difference in quality as does the instrument developed from the
published room rate. Nevertheless, questions remain as to whether brands have price effects, and
specifically for the purposes of this study, do hotels with different brands, but similar seasoning, become
functionally obsolete at the same rate?
To answer this question, a series of brand affiliation and age interaction variables are included in
the hedonic equation. Ten well-known brands are tested including the following five full-service and five
limited-service hotel brands: Hilton (n=100), Holiday Inn (n=230), Marriott (n=82), Sheraton (n=69),

Westin (n=21), Best Western (n=202), Comfort Inn (n=172), Courtyard (n=84), Hampton Inn (n=174),
and Hilton Garden Inn (n=21). Table 6 presents the regression analysis with the interaction variables. The
inclusion of the interaction variables cause only slight changes to the coefficient values of the age
variables and conditioning variables from results provided in Table 3.
Several of the interaction variables are estimated with coefficients significantly different from
zero. These coefficients are interpreted as the brands’ rate of functional obsolescence. Specifically, the
Holiday Inn interaction variable suggests that these properties experience a positive vintage effect of
approximately 0.6%/year. Other brands with positive and significant coefficients are Courtyard (1.47%)
and Hampton Inn (1.34%). The Marriott variable (0.5%) and Westin variable (0.5%) are significant at the
0.10 level. Brands with normal rates of functional obsolescence include Hilton (−0.6%), and Sheraton
(−1.1%). In the absence of theory about the price effects of affiliation, these estimates support the notion
that rates of functional obsolescence vary across brands in the hotel market holding other factors constant.
The results further suggest that renovation occurs sequentially and not to the extent profitable, leading to
cross-sectional variation in observed obsolescence among seasoned hotel properties.

Conclusion

The capital asset literature from recent decades provides the theoretical foundation of empirical
specifications for estimating rates of economic depreciation. For the most part, these rates have been
needed by tax and housing policymakers. As the commercial real estate markets become more
contractually sophisticated, the demand increases among owners and managers for details about the
component drivers of depreciation, the process by which properties lose value and the ability of assets to
generate cash flow over time. The focus of recent literature on commercial properties has been on
obsolescence and the cures for obsolescence, such as renovation, rather than on repairs and maintenance
as defenses against the physical components of depreciation.

Functional obsolescence follows from technological change and it is reasonable to assume that
technological change occurs at a constant rate. In studies of how technological change manifests into
obsolescence and how renovation cures obsolescence, retail properties have received the most attention.
Hotels operate in similar competitive environments as retail properties and therefore represent an
alternative research setting. Although the long-run obsolescence rate for hotel properties of 1.93%/year
aligns closely with the rate estimated elsewhere for retail properties (1.7%/year), the paths of
obsolescence through time show some marked departures. Contrary to the theory and the empirical results
from the retail real estate market, hotel prices do not reveal substantially more obsolescence in the years
immediately following construction than later. Also, the age and sale price relation turns positive nearing
the third decade of the lives of hotels indicating a vintage effect. Hotels operate in a unique contractual
environment without leases and with management and franchise agreements. These arrangements may
create differences in the rate of technological transfer to hotels relative to other property types.
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